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ABSTRACT. Centrally administered bureaucracies are ill suited to managing the environmental resources of complex social-ecological
systems. Therefore management approaches are required that can better deal with its complexity and uncertainty, which are further
exacerbated by developments such as climate change. Adaptive comanagement (ACM) has emerged as a relatively novel governance
approach and potential solution to the challenges arising. Adaptive comanagement hinges on certain institutional prescriptions intended
to enhance the adaptability of management by improving the comprehension of and response to the complex context and surprises of
social-ecological systems. The ACM literature describes that for enhanced adaptability, institutional arrangements should be polycentric,
aligned with the scale of ecosystems (the bioregional approach), feature open and participatory governance, and involve much
experimentation. The case of flood management in the German part of the Rhine basin is used to provide an assessment of these ideas.
We analyze whether and to what degree the prescriptions have been implemented and whether or not certain fundamental changes seen
in German flood management can be traced back to the application of the prescriptions. Our study demonstrates a transition from
the traditional engineering and “flood control” approach to a more holistic management concept based on a risk perspective. In this
process, the four ACM prescriptions have made an important contribution in preparing or facilitating policy changes. The findings
suggest that the application of the prescriptions requires the right supporting context before they can be applied to the fullest extent
possible, such as a high problem pressure, new discourses, or leading actors. A major constraint arises in the misalignment of political
power and of the different interests of the actors, which contribute to reactive management and inadequate interplay. To address this,
we recommend further analysis of the role of coordinated and long term planning. This might reveal evidence to overcome institutional
coordination failures, improve knowledge transfer and communication, and increase adoption of the ACM prescriptions, with the aim
to enhance adaptability of the system.
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INTRODUCTION
The debate over the appropriate institutions to address the
challenges facing environmental resource management, including
flood management, has continued unabated for many years. An
intensive discussion is ongoing on the preferences concerning the
right mix of governance modes, e.g., state/market/
decentralization, knowing that flood management faces
increasing complexity and future uncertainty through climate
change and socioeconomic developments (Merz et al. 2010,
Ingram 2011, Hill 2012). The literature shows that both a centrally
administrated bureaucracy (Ostrom 1999, Berkes et al. 2003,
Gleick 2003, Pahl-Wostl 2011), as well as yield-oriented market
mechanisms (Gustafson 1998, EEA 2005, Armitage et al. 2007,
UNECE 2009) have limitations to respond to the changing
conditions of dynamic and nonlinear social-ecological systems
on their own.
A new management concept, based on network governance and
often labeled as adaptive comanagement (ACM), has been
identified as one that appears to address the unpredictable
behavior of such complex systems (e.g., Armitage et al. 2007,
2008, Plummer et al. 2012, 2013, Scarlett 2013). Adaptive
comanagement is considered capable of handling divergent
interests and of providing the flexibility needed to adjust to
changing circumstances, as with climate change (Dietz et al. 2003,
Folke et al. 2005, Young et al. 2006, Olsson 2007, Pahl-Wostl
2009). The term “adaptive” refers to the ability to manage
uncertainty through “learning by doing” (Berkes and Folke
1998:10), by testing of hypotheses, and using an experimental
1

approach to management. The learning from doing results create
the room for innovation, alternatives, and opportunities for
revision (Holling 1978, Lee 1993, Lebel et al. 2005, Olsson et al.
2006, Tabara and Pahl-Wostl 2007). The term “comanagement”
indicates the collaboration of a wide range of actors from
government and civil society in sharing managing power and
responsibilities across local, regional, and national levels,
emphasizing inclusive decision making and knowledge provision
from different sources (Folke et al. 2005, Guerin 2007, Armitage
et al. 2007, 2009).
The aim of ACM is to enhance the adaptability of actors. We
define adaptability as the ability to prepare for, to respond to, and
to cope with climate and societal variability to reduce the effects
from floods. In addition to Engle (2011) and Walker et al. (2004),
we follow Folke et al. (2010) and Hill (2012, 2013) in
conceptualizing adaptability through its role in the
transformation potential of a flood management system, enabling
the adjustments or implementation of new rules, measures, or
configurations to achieve a more sustainable state of the
governance system. Hence, adaptability entails the capacity to
experiment and learn, to collaborate and link, to respond to
external drivers and internal processes, and can be characterized
as the precondition for adaptation (Smit and Wandel 2008), which
is here referred to the implementation of flood risk reducing
measures, both proactive and reactive.
Huitema et al. (2009) have argued in this journal that ACM
revolves around four institutional prescriptions that can each in
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its own way enhance adaptability. They suggest that: (1)
institutional structures need to be polycentric, i.e., management
of the ecosystem is undertaken from multiple centers of power in
which political authority is dispersed to separately constituted
bodies; (2) natural rather than jurisdictional boundaries are the
basis for task allocation, i.e., the bioregional approach; (3) high
levels of public participation are required to ensure diversity of
problem perception, knowledge, and solutions and to attain
critical reflection; and, finally, (4) the institutional set up must
provide an experimental approach to management.
The concept of ACM is attractive, but its practical application
has proven to be tantalizingly difficult, and where attempts have
been made to introduce it, making an assessment has not been
easy. Lee (1993), for instance, presents a long list of conditions
that must be met before ACM has a chance of being used. Likewise
Huitema et al. (2009) mention various practical issues associated
with the real-world application of these prescriptions, many of
which were confirmed by Munaretto and Huitema (2012).
Plummer et al. (2012), in a meta-analysis of the literature on
ACM, suggest that an assessment of the results emanating from
the practical application of ACM so far is inconclusive because
of the strongly divergent ways in which relevant ACM factors
have been conceptualized (e.g., learning, social networks, conflict
of interest) and the dearth of operational measures to assess their
contribution. Thus, attributing success or failure to ACM
components and ACM seems next to impossible, and further
research on the feasibility and efficacy of ACM is warranted.
We are specifically interested in the contribution of ACM to the
progress of German flood management systems during the last
three decades. We thus collected information on whether the four
ACM prescriptions have been applied and how they been
operationalized in the German part of the Rhine basin. This is a
region in which authorities have stated their goal to create a more
flood resilient regime, because of its high economic importance
and growth potential (Becker 2009). Furthermore, there is a
widely shared perception that German water management bodies
needs to pay more attention to high levels of uncertainty because
of the potential impacts of climate change and the risk of more
extreme flood events in the future (te Linde 2011, Kundzewicz
2012, Bubeck 2013).
The two main research questions are: (1) To what degree have the
four institutional prescriptions of ACM been followed in the
German part of the Rhine basin?; and (2) Can fundamental
changes in German flood management be related to the
implementation of the prescriptions?
Our research will not evaluate whether, or to what degree,
adaptability has been improved. Instead, we aim to analyze
whether there are signals of adaptability that can be linked to the
four institutional prescriptions. Thus, we describe the transition
of flood management in the German Rhine basin in the last three
decades and analyze whether policy changes have followed the
prescriptions.
METHODS
Case study: the German Rhine
The Rhine River serves as an example of a mature basin regime
with a long experience of river interventions, covenants, efforts
to reduce flood risk, and it has a history of cooperation in

managing the multiple functions of the river, such as navigation,
fishery, industry, and ecology (Dieperink 1997, de Bruin 2006).
The Rhine is the third largest river in Europe with a length of
1239 km, of which 880 km is navigable. The basin is shared by
nine countries, of which Germany covers the largest part with
55% of the basin area; other parts include Switzerland 18%,
France 13%, the Netherlands 6%, and Liechtenstein, Italy,
Belgium, Austria, and Luxembourg with only minor parts. It is
the busiest and economically most important waterway in
Germany and Western Europe with densely populated, large
industrial centers in the Rhine-Neckar, Rhine-Main, and Ruhr
regions.
The three primary levels of competence in German water
management lie with the federal government, the federal states
(Länder), and the districts and municipalities. Legal framing
power and international policy application exist at the national
level, whereas the power of policy application and
implementation of measures in most areas, including water
resources, environment, and spatial development, is in the hands
of the federal states and, following the subsidiarity principle, with
the lower administrative levels (Kraemer 1999, Winnegge and
Maurer 2002, UBA 2010). New legislation and policy concepts
have to pass the parliament of the federal states, and the
implementation of major constructive and spatial projects are
subject to heavy authorization procedures down to the local level.
The strict division of responsibility between functional domains
in the federal states, e.g., water management, spatial planning,
and economic development, together with a dominant top-down
management style make it challenging to resolve conflicts of
interest in water management, for instance, between flood
management and land usage (Moss 2004, 2012).
Almost two centuries of large-scale engineering interventions at
the Upper Rhine, completed in 1977, to adapt the river system to
different user functions has led to evident negative environmental
impacts, such as a lower groundwater table and land subsidence
and to a serious increase of the flood risk caused by the loss of
some 85% of the former flood plains and alluvial forests and
higher water flow (Bernhardt 2002, Frijters and Leentvaar 2003,
Witter et al. 2006, de Bruin 2006). Following the expert advice of
the International Commission for Research on Floods of the
River Rhine (HSK) in 1978, the new idea of flood water storage
was introduced, i.e., the river is given additional room to reduce
peak water levels and enable larger discharges. In 1982, the two
riparian countries Germany and France gave their formal
approval to re-establish the former level of protection against a
once-in-200-year flood in the Upper Rhine, with Germany taking
on most of the workload (Disse and Engel 2001, Dister 2002).
The HSK proposal was designed as a water storage project to
lower flood peaks. However, the merely technical approach with
the focus on water management did not consider the ecological
aspects and socioeconomic consequences of the system. This
deficiency was interpreted by the responsible authority as a trigger
to present alternative flood management concepts, for example,
to combine hazard reduction with flood plain restoration or to
introduce the idea of precaution, damage minimization, and selfresponsibility. In that respect, the bilateral agreement can be
considered as the starting point for the transition from a
traditional, engineered safety discourse to a new flood
management policy in Germany based on an ecological risk
perspective (Becker 2009). To establish an adaptive flood risk
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management regime is imperative, because the consequences of
extreme floods in the German part of the Rhine can be enormous:
approximately three million people live in flood prone areas and
possible flood damage in extreme cases has been estimated at a
cost of between 35 to 65 billion Euros (Disse and Engel 2001,
Frijters and Leentvaar 2003, IKSR 2006, te Linde et al. 2011).
Analytical framework
It has been suggested that ACM revolves around four institutional
prescriptions that can each enhance adaptability in flood
management. We will use the four institutional ACM
prescriptions to describe whether the theory of adaptive
comanagement has made progress in German flood governance.
We briefly summarize each prescription (for more details, see
Huitema et al. 2009) and their relationship with the adaptability
of the system.
Polycentric structure
Polycentric structures are characterized by multiple governing
authorities and centers of decision making at different scales that
are formally independent of each other and function with
coherent interaction as a system (Ostrom 1999, 2010). In a
polycentric system, the lowest jurisdictional level, i.e.,
communities or municipalities, is emphasized, and the
opportunities for self-governance and local self-determination are
considered of paramount importance (McGinnis 2005, Anderson
and Ostrom 2008, Sovacool 2011). Polycentricity represents a
broader concept than mere federalism. According to McGinnis
and Ostrom (2011:15), “a federal system may only consist of a
sequence of nested jurisdictions at different levels, but a
polycentric system also includes crosscutting jurisdictions
specializing in particular policy matters, such as managing a river
basin that cuts across state lines.” The literature on polycentric
structures suggests that a distribution of power, overlapping
responsibilities, and an added advantage of local knowledge
promote a diversity of problem framing, policies, and learning
from each other that can foster adaptability. This can entail lower
barriers to testing new ideas and experimenting with multiple
approaches to provide creative alternatives and locally
customized solutions; extra opportunities arise for networking
and the supporting roles of private corporations, building
coalitions, voluntary associations, and community-based
organizations, collecting social-ecological knowledge, gaining
experience from diverse sources, and for providing the safety net
of redundancy (Dietz et al. 2003, Ostrom 2005, Anderson and
Ostrom 2008, Huitema et al. 2009, Neef 2009). The discourse on
polycentricity also suggests potential problems. Without
appropriate and well-functioning negotiation and coordination
mechanisms, ambiguous or overlapping responsibilities and
activities can result in unclear accountability, opportunism,
dysfunction, and delay (McGinnis 2000, 2005, Ostrom 2005,
Toonen 2010, Pahl-Wostl 2011, Sovacool 2011).
Bioregional approach
The bioregional approach centers on the notion of fit between
institutions and social-ecological systems (Folke et al. 2007),
recognizing the interdependencies of the environmental,
technological, economic, institutional, and cultural characteristics
of a river basin (Pahl-Wostl 2007, Huitema and Meijerink 2014).
Gibson et al. (1998) regard this as an optimization issue and
Young (2002:20) proposes “the closer the fit between eco- and

institutional systems the better the relevant institutions will
perform.” Thus, congruence or compatibility is needed between
the ecosystem and the institutions created to manage the human
activities affecting this system, and natural rather than
jurisdictional boundaries are considered as the basis for task
allocation. This line of thinking was also embedded in the EU
Water Framework and Floods Directives, which both propose
river basin scale approaches with the purpose of better linking
upstream and downstream communities and creating a more
integrated governance system (CEC 2000, 2007). In a
transboundary river basin, such as that of the Rhine, the question
of fit is complex because various processes play out at very
different levels, scales, and political domains, and it is difficult to
exclude spatial misfits (Moss 2004, Blomquist and Schlager 2005,
Imperial 2005, Cosens and Williams 2012). River basin
organizations can here play an important role to enhancing the
awareness of interdependencies, linking decision-making
institutions, and facilitating the information flow (Schlager and
Blomquist 2000, Sadoff and Grey 2002, Borowsky et al. 2008,
Huitema et al. 2009) Empirical evidence has dampened
expectations that the bioregional approach could serve as a
panacea for environmental resource problems in this and many
other domains (Ostrom et al. 2007). Nevertheless, implementation
of the concept may help to drive and shape adaptive
comanagement through a better integration of the diverse
interests up- and downstream and a more efficient use of
resources.
Participation
Public participation means to involve those who are affected by
a decision, assuming that this will lead to a better quality and
durability of said decisions and will reflect the interests and
concerns of the affected and interested people. In this respect,
participation is expected to contribute in various ways in
increasing the legitimacy, accountability, and transparency of the
decision process and in achieving socially acceptable solutions
(Sabatier et al. 2005, Mostert et al. 2007, Reed 2008). Participation
can enhance the efficiency and quality of problem solving by
establishing links and networks among decision makers and the
public, by enabling dialogue, and by building a broader, more
balanced knowledge base among the different actors involved,
thus increasing the mutual awareness and contextual
understanding necessary to jointly tackle the issues at hand and
to support the decisions taken (Hajer and Wagenaar 2003,
Mostert 2003, Borowski et al. 2008). Participation can therefore
create trust among actors and foster social learning; both
considered important building blocks for adaptability and
motivation for adaptation (Folke et al. 2005, Huitema et al. 2007,
Armitage and Plummer 2010, Lebel et al. 2010, Schultz et al. 2011,
Renn 2014). A number of limitations and drawbacks have also
been observed, including: a lack of clarity both of purpose and
the role of stakeholders; unequal distribution of information and
knowledge; a lack of accountability of participants or their
representativeness; an overemphasizing of consensus; a lack of
experience with multiparty approaches, including the promotion
of such approaches; and an uncertainty about how binding jointly
agreed decisions really are for participants, but also for elected
representatives (Bulkeley and Mol 2003, Kampa et al. 2003, Van
de Kerkhof 2006, Huitema et al. 2007, Mostert et al. 2007, Reed
2008).
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Table 1. Characteristic aspects of adaptive comanagement (ACM) prescriptions and indicators of operationalization.
Characteristic Aspects

Indicators of Operationalization

Polycentric set up

- Substantive emphasis on the municipal level
- State and federal governments responsible for supervision over legal
procedures
- Problems are the responsibility of multiple parties that compete with
each other
- Mechanisms for the discussion of novel approaches exist at the state
and federal level
- Space for diversity of problem framing and experimentation, including
innovative competition, cross-fertilization

- Emphasis on the lowest possible jurisdictional level
- Higher jurisdictional levels responsible for oversight and diffusion of
innovations
- High tolerance for overlap and redundancy

Bio-regional approach
- Natural boundaries rather than jurisdictional boundaries are the basis
for task allocation
- Problems and resultant interventions are considered from the
perspective of consequences in the entire regions

Participation
- Taking part and exert influence, by ordinary citizens, stakeholders or
their collectives, in the processes of government and/or governance

Experimentation
- Planned interventions in the social-ecological system, and the
monitoring of their results, to learn about ecosystems functioning while
managing

Experimentation
The experimentation prescription can apply in two ways: (1) in
the classical sense of testing hypotheses on the response of the
water system to different management interventions; or (2) as the
introduction of a certain management approach with subsequent
monitoring of the effects and, if needed, adjustment of the
approach (Huitema et al. 2009). Water management is typically
a political process, in which the implementation of a policy can
to some extent be considered as an experiment (Pahl-Wostl 2007,
Duit and Galaz 2008). As Plummer and Armitage (2007) point
out, ACM needs to be information intensive and learning oriented
to deal with complexity and uncertainty, and thus demands a high
degree of experimentation to test hypotheses, monitor results, and
interpret new approaches (Lee 1993). In addition to producing
new ideas and alternatives, experimentation has been associated
with agreement on rules, improved procedures, and common
values that build cooperation and trust, all essential ingredients
in moving from reactive adjustment to proactive anticipation.
Well-designed experiments are expected to provide more diverse
and flexible governance solutions to adapt to a specific context
and create a shared vision that promotes proactive handling of

- Institutions formed at the river basin scale (e.g. river basin
organizations, working groups, conflict resolution mechanisms, research
programs)
- Basin-wide plan with common goals and protocols for decision, timing,
monitoring
- Basin-wide planning, with explicit considerations of up and
downstream consequences of measures
- Citizens/stakeholders have the possibility to influence the way problems
are officially defined
- Unrestricted flow of information between Citizens/stakeholders and
government bodies
- Various types of information are regarded in the policy making
process, including lay knowledge
- Citizens/stakeholders have the legal right to present their views about
intended policies at the draft stage and/or to question adopted policies in
court
- Making use of various techniques to build consensus and reach
agreement, including subdivision and delegation of responsibilities to
lower administrative levels
- There is an openness to novel approaches to water management
- Novel approaches are introduced on the basis of explicit hypotheses
about their intended effects
- The actual effects of novel approaches are monitored and used to
evaluate the effectiveness of said approaches

uncertainty and complexity (Walters and Holling 1990, Stankey
et al. 2005, Armitage et al. 2008, Klein 2008). Experimentation
may face a number of practical difficulties around the choice of
methods, the interpretation of results, or the inclusion of
stakeholders (Pielke 2007). And also, to prove the worth of a new
hypothesis via a political experiment may consume costly time
and involve ethical concerns, for example, if the political risk of
such management is considered too severe or problems in
assessing the effectiveness because changes are not detectable in
a reasonable time (Sutherland 2006).
We analyze the application of the four prescriptions during the
transition of flood management in the German Rhine basin. They
are characterized by institutional and managerial aspects, which
we defined and summarized in Table 1 as “characteristic aspects.”
The “indicators of operationalization” in the second column will
be used for the assessment of the degree to which the prescriptions
have been followed. We are aware of the lack of an objective,
quantitative measure of the prescriptions in enhancing
adaptability and in potentially driving policy change. Thus, both,
the aspects and the indicators and their links will form the input
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to discuss the role of the prescriptions as facilitators or
contributors to the policy changes.
Data collection
Our empirical findings are based on 38 semistructured interviews,
3 consecutive workshops between 2007 and 2011, and a telephone
survey conducted in 2009 and 2010. In addition, official policy
documents, legal texts, scientific papers, and documentary reports
were analyzed. The semistructured interviews were held with
officials responsible for flood management at ministerial,
regional, and local administrative levels and with flood experts
from academia, citizen initiatives, and NGOs. The questions
covered possible triggers of policy change in flood management,
i.e., focusing events, such as major floods, elections or political
crisis, and change agents or policy entrepreneurs from
administration and academia, as well as concomitant
circumstances, including the political arenas, where change
happened, the values and shortcomings of new concepts and
strategies, the current state of flood management, and future
challenges. The workshops were organized as part of two projects,
ACER (www.adaptation.nl) and NeWater (www.newater.info), in
cooperation with the Dutch-German working group on flood
management, to develop different adaptation strategies and
interventions as responses to future flood risks. Participants of
the workshops were delegates from the project partners, flood
experts, spatial developers, and decision makers from different
administrative levels, representatives from municipalities, citizen
initiatives, and NGOs. An important aspect of the workshops was
the two-way communication and mutual learning process
between the stakeholders, and the possibility of converging
opposing positions and perspectives into a joint vision of future
flood management (te Linde et al. 2012). The telephone survey
was conducted by trained interviewers among 78 communal
officials and members of river or dike associations responsible
for the local flood management and lasted on average 45 minutes.
A questionnaire with 58 questions was used, reviewed beforehand
by a multidisciplinary team of experts, and programmed in the
statistical software package SPSS, to assess participants’ flood
risk perception, experience with recent flood events, and the
protective capability of their municipality (Becker et al. 2014). To
obtain comparable information on the perceptions of an affected
but private population group, 11 citizen flood initiatives situated
close to the Rhine River were contacted as well. The objective was
to get guidance on factors that should be given more attention at
the local level to improve the level of preparedness and to prompt
action to minimize flood damage. In an “open comment” section,
the interviewees could also state their opinion about more general
items with regard to flood management, such as trust in the
governmental strategy, political focus, and administrative
barriers. More detailed results of the empirical research can be
found in Becker and Raadgever (2006), Becker et al. (2007, 2014),
Raadgever et al. (2007, 2008), Becker (2009), and te Linde et al.
(2012).
RESULTS
How polycentric are the institutional structures?
The division of jurisdictions, in the flood management context,
between and within the German federal states is complex. The
controlling and strategic power is concentrated at the upper flood
administration in the federal states. It is low at the national level,

despite the majority of the financial contribution coming from
there, and it is limited at the municipal level. However, the position
of the local administration becomes stronger during the
implementation phase of measures, in accordance with the local
spatial development responsibilities and because of the disaster
management protocol in the case of flood events. It has been
argued that the German federal arrangement is characterized by
a polycentric administrative structure with its high degree of
interdependence of federal, states (Länder), and local
governmental levels and of political and policy interconnections
(Neef 2008, 2009, Thiel 2015). This has the disadvantage of
limiting or counteracting, to some degree, policy change (Jaenicke
et al. 2001, Barzeley and Füchtner 2003, Gunlicks 2005). On the
other hand, the institutional setting fosters individual policy
developments in each of the federal states, tailored to their
problem structures, political configurations, and local interests.
Together with the managerial scale, it creates room for
experimenting, to produce new ideas, and to review traditional
procedures and structures. Such a distribution of power may
complicate coordination across jurisdictions and requires
considerable vertical and horizontal cooperation (Maynts 1999,
Gunlicks 2005), but also offers the chance for mutual learning,
for innovating competition, and cross-fertilization resulting in
more effective and sustainable management outcomes at different
levels (Pahl-Wostl 2007, Ostrom 2010).
In line with the institutional structure, the strategic planning and
implementation to reduce flood risk in the Upper Rhine region
were distributed over the three federal states concerned: BadenWuerttemberg (B-W), Rhineland-Palatinate (R-P), and Hessen
(HE). Each of the states framed the problem differently and
applied different strategies to perform the task. BadenWuerttemberg approached it as a multiple task by combining
safety and environment. The resulting “Integrated Rhine plan”
(1988, 1996) aimed to reduce the flood hazard by providing extra
water retention in 13 polders (MEBW 2007). At the same time,
and promoted by the environmental discourse in the 1970s and
the expected European legislation in the 1980s, a complementary
environmental objective was agreed to restore the riparian forest.
To gain the necessary ecological knowledge and to facilitate the
political and public acceptance of the program, the administrative
officials formed a coalition with the scientists of the established
Auen-Institute of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).
Rhineland-Palatinate fulfilled the obligation of additional water
storage with 10 retention sites, but in 1994, developed an even
more comprehensive flood prevention concept. In addition to
technical measures, it addressed the potential negative
consequences of flooding by restrictions of spatial developments
in flood plains and by assigning individual responsibility to people
living in flood prone areas. This added a socioeconomic
dimension to the traditional task of engineering flood-based
protection and presented a change from the former public safety
promise to a new precautionary risk discourse. Hessen decided to
take no extra measures because of an assumed lower flood risk
and little political interest, but committed to take on a 20% cost
share of the Rhineland-Palatinate retention measures.
Independently and at a later stage (1990-1992), North RhineWestphalia (NRW), further downstream in the Lower Rhine,
commenced a similar strategic transition from higher dikes
toward more space for water and nature restoration, based on its
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“Guidelines for Natural River Training and Maintenance”
(MUNLV NRW 2010). North Rhine-Westphalia’s “Master Plan
for Flood Protection, Ecology and Navigation” (MURL NRW
1992) considered and integrated not only the hydrological but also
the socioeconomic and ecological impacts of the planned
measures to receive the political support of the related political
domains (Becker 2009).
The new flood management policies of the federal states increased
the variety of options and strategies that enhanced the flexibility
of measures, thereby creating novel opportunities for adaptive
solutions. The floods in 1993 and 1995 created the necessary
political pressure to consolidate the various approaches and to
promote them upward to the national level for German rivers in
form of the LAWA “Guidelines for Forward Looking Flood
Protection” with its main pillars of ecological water storage,
technical and spatial flood prevention, and precautionary damage
minimization (LAWA 1995, 2003). To emphasize a coordinated
implementation of the guidelines, in particular after the
catastrophic River Elbe flood in 2002, the German government
confirmed the LAWA guidelines in the “Five Points Program”
(BMU 2002) and institutionalized them in 2005 by the first
national flood legislation, the Gesetz für den vorbeugenden
Hochwasserschutz (BMU 2005). This composite law sets strict
rules for spatial development and building in flood prone areas,
disaster management, and cooperation between the federal states
and forms the basis for the transposition of the EU Flood
Directive (European Commission 2007) and the amendment of
the Federal Water Act (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz; BMU 2010) in
2010 (Becker 2009, Hartmann 2012).
Signs of disadvantages of the polycentric system are perceptible
as well, for example, the late consideration of climate change as
a potential issue across the states, or the relatively slow
implementation of the water retention projects, i.e., after three
decades, only some 50% of the planned flood retention projects
along the German part of the Rhine have been completed (Table
2).
Table 2. Operational retention volumes Mio m³ as percent of the
planned capacity (source: IKSR 2006, 2012).
(%) Operational
BadenWuerttemberg
RhinelandPalatinate
North RhineWestphalia
Upper and Lower
Rhine

2005

2010

2020

2020+

40

40

58

100

29

49

98

188

44

47

92

121

40

44

78

123

The ideas of more space for water, precautionary risk reduction,
and green flood protection introduced additional dependencies
between the Upper Water Administration of the federal states,
where most major flood prevention strategies have their origin,
and the communal levels, where responsibility rests for local flood
protection, including disaster management, spatial development,
and the provision of the local space. The related domains of water

management and spatial planning follow a different logic of risk
and land use functions, and therefore apply different values,
planning procedures, and time horizons (Moss 2004, Van den
Brink and Meijerink 2006). This can result in different interests
and economic considerations, in difficulties around reserving
more space for water retention or controlled flooding, and in
missing the chance of an integrated reframing of flood prevention
as a spatial planning task (Dister 2002, Röhring 2004, Krieger
2013). There are a number of reasons for the delays or the fading
focus in the implementation phase. Apart from the individual
interests of local stakeholders, they can be attributed to several
often-related political or institutional factors. Frequently voiced
criticism in the workshops, interviews, and free comments of the
telephone survey included inadequate involvement and
delegation of responsibilities at the communal level, insufficient
vertical and horizontal interplay within and between the
interlinked political domains, and complex and time consuming
administrative procedures. Also a lack of urgency in the public
and political arena or simply an underrating of the local flood
risk has to be noted, particularly after longer periods with no
major flood events. The rather optimistic feeling of safety and
preparedness of local officials, as revealed in our survey along the
Rhine (Becker et al. 2014) is a strong hint that the local risk
awareness needs to improve, for example by municipal risk
auditing as offered by the Deutsche Vereinigung für
Wasserwirtschaft (DWA; http://www.dwa.de). From these
findings, we can see (similar to Samuels et al. 2006 and de Kruif
2012) that the administrative structures, including the approval
and coordinating procedures, need to be reviewed to speed up the
implementation process and better attune projects of the related
water-space-nature domains. This, together with an effective
transfer of best practices fostered by the mentioned flood
associations and partnerships, could be promising steps to
strengthen the municipal role in flood risk management (Juepner
2010).
A further complicating factor is the diversity of ownership and
use of the land in the different federal states. In BadenWuerttemberg, most of the designated space for retention
measures is state property with less than 20% in private ownership.
In cases of locally organized opposition or no amicable
settlements with the private owners, the acquisition of storage
space in question caused time-consuming expropriation
procedures including higher project costs. In RhinelandPalatinate (and similarly in North Rhine-Westphalia), with
mostly private property and intensively used farmland in smaller
plots, land consolidation procedures could be applied. As Table
2 suggests, this enhanced the acceptance and accelerated the
implementation of the measures in Rhineland-Palatinate, inter
alia, through simplified approval procedures, early involvement
of owner associations in the planning process, and generous
relocation of agricultural land holdings (Kaiser 2012).
We also identified in our study the positive impact of what the
literature considers to be “critical supporting aspects” in
polycentricity: the promoting role of entrepreneurial leadership
(Olsson et al. 2006, Huitema and Meijerink 2010) and of
crosscutting institutions that are specialized in particular policy
matters, in our case, flood risk management (McGinnis and
Ostrom 2011). A new generation of experts in the technical
administration of the respective federal states acted during the
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transition as policy entrepreneurs. They had an important role in
driving change through a fresh management style in special
departments that were set up to supervise the new projects. They
formed alliances and networks with academia, NGOs, and citizen
initiatives to draw on various sources of knowledge, to promote
the new ideas, and to gain political and public acceptance. It is
important to note that the key operative officials at the Upper
Rhine and in North Rhine-Westphalia were present over a long
period in leading administrative or academic positions. This gave
them the time to learn and to develop the necessary leadership to
accompany the transition and maneuver the new concepts upward
through the levels of administration. Likewise, they provided a
stabilizing element over time with regard to political
rearrangements and changing constellations of decision makers
(Becker 2009). The other supporting aspect is the establishment
in the last three decennia of several statutory corporations,
voluntary associations, and community-based organizations to
represent the local interests and to strengthen the regional and
municipal input in flood prevention. Examples include the
Hochwassernotgemeinschaft Rhein, a solidarity association
representing some 60 municipalities, cities, NGOs, and more than
one million citizens along the Upper and Middle Rhine; several
Flood Partnerships; associations of municipalities and cities
(Juepner 2010), particularly in the southern parts of the Rhine;
the Aktion Blau in Rhineland-Palatinate, in which the regional
administration, communities, and citizens cooperate to restore
the natural water retention; the Flood Competence Centrum in
the city of Cologne with members of policy, science,
administration, and the public; or more downstream in North
Rhine-Westphalia, the Dutch-German Flood Working Group,
triggered by the flood event of 1995, to share experience and to
harmonize cross-border flood prevention (Verwijmeren 2007).
Does management occur at the bioregional level?
Despite the fact that the Rhine crosses several administrative
boundaries, the political responsibility for flood management
primarily rests with the individual federal states (Länder), which
potentially creates a classic case of ecological misfit. To address
this, flood management moved stepwise toward a coordinating
bioregional solution to reach a better fit between the relevant
jurisdictions (Borowski et al. 2008, Moss 2012, Huitema and
Meijerink 2014).
The new flood policies of Baden-Wuerttemberg, RhinelandPalatinate, and North Rhine-Westphalia had been endorsed, but
stopped at the borders of the federal states. The flood events of
1993/1995 eventually exerted the political pressure needed to
synchronize the individual risk mitigation measures in the Rhine
basin. The political arena of the International Commission for
the Protection of the Rhine (IKSR) could be used to upscale the
ecological retention and risk concept of the federal states, and in
1998, the Action Plan on Floods (FAP) for the Rhine was adopted,
to be completed by 2020 within the Rhine 2020 program (IKSR
1995, 1998, 2001a, de Bruin 2006). The FAP represents the core
of a bioregional approach with common action targets, firm
timings, a budget, and a strict monitoring regime. Although an
international program, it can be considered in large part a German
project, because around 90% of existing or planned measures are
scheduled to take place in the German part of the basin. The
retention projects, the institutional structures, and the
responsibilities of the federal states remained unchanged.

However, the combination of the individual measures and the
harmonization of the targets stimulated the active interplay
between the federal states, sectors, and formal stakeholders. In
particular, the monitoring regime of the FAP introduced a basinwide perspective and created a certain discipline that forced the
operational actors in each state to reflect on their individual
activities and future planning.
At the national level, coordinating fora are established, e.g., the
LAWA (State Water Working Group) and more recently and
specifically for the Rhine river, the Flussgebietsgemeinschaft
Rhein (FGG-Rhein; Rhine River Basin Community), to
coordinate the implementation of the FAP, including the
monitoring programs, to implement the European water
directives, to inform the public, and to prepare the German
position for discussions within the IKSR at the basin level.
The IKSR is the supporting coordinating body for the Rhine
basin. Its power to determine actions is limited and the
implementation of measures remains the responsibility of the
respective states (Dieperink 1997, 2000, Kampa et al. 2003,
Dombrowsky and Holländer 2004). However, the international
authority of the IKSR helps the commission to play an important
role by providing the political arena to discuss the required
activities and future programs for the basin and to prepare the
discussion topics and political decisions for the periodical Rhine
Minister Conference. An important link between the states is
formed by the IKSR working groups consisting of experts and
officials of the riparian states. They deal with technical issues of
flood prevention, stipulate research, and the development of
complementary risk-reducing activities in the basin. They also
serve as the necessary forum, in which formal stakeholders, such
as the various associations, e.g., water supply or chemical industry,
communal organizations, and environmental NGOs have the
right and opportunity to be informed or consulted and, to a lesser
degree, influence decisions. Such discussions and decisions are
generally led by administrative experts and, as our interviews
revealed, with a predominantly political focus and a largely
technical flood point of view.
Acknowledging the fact that the IKSR has advisory status only,
the progress achieved over the last decades to reduce the flood
vulnerability in the basin is remarkable. Effective subprograms
have been developed to upgrade flood control. Along the Rhine,
flood risk is measured and communicated via the Rhine atlas
(IKSR 2001b, 2013a) and standardized hazard and risk mapping
(LAWA 2010b, IKSR 2014a) and is translated in additional flood
management measures, such as the international flood earlywarning system (Werner et al. 2005, Thielen et al. 2009, IKSR
2012) or emergency and evacuation plans. An assessment of flood
risk has been published (IKSR 2006, 2012) and a draft flood
management plan was made available in 2014 (IKSR 2014b).
Specific research is conducted on the climate change impact on
the river discharge pattern by IKSR (2009, 2011) or by
international and European research projects and case studies,
such as the Rhine-Meuse Activity on Flood Risk (IRMASPONGE; Hooijer et al. 2004) or Sustainable Development of
Flood Plains (SDF; Menke and Nijland 2008). Supportive
scientific knowledge is provided by formal research organizations,
such as the International Commission of Hydrology of the Rhine
catchment (CHR) or the German Federal Institute of Hydrology
(BfG).
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Our investigations also revealed that sovereignty considerations
of the federal states are still dominant. The FAP added up the
earlier measures and plans of the federal states without
reconsidering their design, downstream effects, or protection
standards in a basin-wide context. No serious review of the
institutional structures, responsibilities, and procedures took
place with the aim to create a strong sense of solidarity and
cooperation. The administrative borders rather constrain
dissemination of knowledge, reflection on experience, and future
needs, e.g., climate change adaptation or exchange of best
practices and harmonization of standards. They reduce the
potential for synergies through joint planning, common use of
resources, and restrict the opportunities for mutual learning
(Raadgever 2005, Becker 2009, Schmeier 2012). These are the
themes of a continuing upstream-downstream discussion,
including the issues of the optimal operation of the Upper Rhine
retention polders (Homagh and Bremicker 2006, Bronstert et al.
2007), the need to provide extra water storage space upstream to
reduce the downstream vulnerability and to get better prepared
for potential climate change impacts and extreme flood events, or
an eventual increase of dike heights in NRW, which could pose
fundamental discharge problems further downstream for the
Netherlands (te Linde et al. 2012).
The establishment of the FAP and the obligatory monitoring
action initiated a more future-oriented point of view to deal with
uncertainty. It became obvious, the FAP might not achieve all of
its 2020 targets (IKSR 2006, 2007a, 2012) and that additional
retention space, which will also include long-term climate change
impacts, needs to be identified.
The introduction of the effects of climate change on the discharge
regime in the Rhine basin happened at a relatively late stage (IKSR
2007b, 2011, 2015). For some time, the issue had only been
considered regionally for the southern part of the German Rhine
in the Klimaveränderung und Wasserwirtschaft (KLIWA)
program of Baden-Wuerttemberg, Bavaria, and RhinelandPalatinate (KLIWA 2006). Accordingly, political pressure came
from the ministers in charge of the Rhine protection, who drew
up a set of demands at their recent meetings: to speed up the
implementation of the FAP measures; to identify additional
retention space; to investigate the consequences of potential
climate change impacts; to further raise the public awareness of
flood risk; and to intensify the coordination and cooperation
efforts across borders (IKSR 2007b, 2009, 2013b, CHR 2010).
What kind of participation occurs?
In Germany, formal participation is laid down by law for all major
infrastructural projects, including the development of flood
management measures such as retention areas and levees. They
must go through an extended approval procedure during which
the stakeholders and the general public are informed, consulted,
and have the opportunity to comment or raise objections.
Planning approval decisions can be challenged in court. This
creates a formal, top-down understanding of the process
management, in which the technical administration dominates
the initiating phase. This form of participation can informally be
extended, for example by hearings, round tables, and related
communication tools to further include the public in the decisionmaking process (Heintz et al. 2012, Kaiser 2012). The exact
purpose, scope, and organization of informal, public

participation is still under debate (Mostert et al. 2007,
Fleischhauer et al. 2012). Frequently, this leads the local
stakeholders and the affected public to feel that they are just
informed at a (too) late stage and as a matter of compliance with
legal obligations (Frijters and Leentvaart 2003, Kampa et al.
2003). Not just NGOs but also district and municipality officials
that we interviewed repeatedly expressed their dissatisfaction with
one-way information and too little involvement in the planning
and decision-making process.
The early strategic development phase of more space for water
was characterized by top-down decision making, in which counter
arguments of citizens or NGOs were rare. In the more concrete
project stages of the 1990s, the local opposition was built up
within the legal frame of land-use approval and environmental
assessment procedures. The importance of communication and
effective process management, the necessity of appreciating the
divergent interests, and the relevance to understand the local
context became obvious by the turning down of the application
for a retention polder near Trebur (State of Hesse) after
uncoordinated, insufficient information and consultation
management (Becker 2009). A study to investigate the delays of
the FAP retention projects within the Integrated Rhine Program
in Baden-Wuerttemberg (Ufit 2006) confirmed the difficulty to
correct faults of the process management and communication
made in the initial project phase and to regain public support at
a later stage.
Our observations showed numerous signs of a learning process
from positive participation experiences during the last two
decades and suggest that many of the above shortcomings in
active public involvement are being addressed. In RhinelandPalatinate, a first conventional top-down procedure to develop
retention polders at two sites failed because of strong local
opposition. In a new approach, a multidisciplinary expert group,
including environmental NGOs, investigated several potential
retention sites. After an extensive dialogue in an open planning
process with the related communities and stakeholders,
particularly the farmers, the government designated 10 storage
sites (Meuser 2006). This experience of successful participation
had a major influence on the future planning and decision
processes in Rhineland-Palatinate and increased the productivity
of the execution of retention projects, such as Hördt and
Ingelheim (Rhineland-Palatinate). At the planned Hördt polder,
intensive communication and mediation, but particularly the
delegation of responsibilities and power to make decisions given
to lower authorities and local social partners enabled the
agreement for the first emergency polder in the Rhine basin,
scheduled for 2023 (Ness and Schmitteckert 2010). At the
Ingelheim polder, transparent planning and communication from
the very beginning with all affected stakeholders sped up the
implementation process significantly and gained the first local
agreement without court proceedings (Kaiser 2012).
In our workshops, flood experts and local officials emphasized
the importance of the active participation of the general public
to achieve effective flood prevention. Together with the
establishment of citizen initiatives and multidisciplinary flood
working groups, it fosters the dissemination of local knowledge,
and upgrades and complements the communal role in the
planning and decision process. For example in Cologne, a city
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periodically affected by heavy flooding, the dedicated city flood
authority organized a transparent decision and information
process with risk awareness programs and practical emergency
exercises. Within a few years, additional retention areas, mobile
flood protection, private mitigation measures, and a flood
competence center, Hochwasser-Kompetenz-Centrum (HKC),
became operational, thus reducing significantly the vulnerability
of the city and the region. This result was only achievable, as stated
by the head of the flood department, with the active involvement
and engagement of the local stakeholders and the affected public.
In North Rhine-Westphalia, the technical water administration
established alliances between communities, dike associations, and
landowners to enhance bottom-up involvement in the early phase
of a project. More than 80% of the land demand for retention
areas and infrastructure projects were met by applying important
factors for successful participation, such as free flow of
information, communal win-win infrastructural projects,
generous financial arrangements, and agreed upon compensation
schemes, such as relocation of agricultural land holdings. The
positive examples in Rhineland-Palatinate and North RhineWestphalia demonstrate that clear rules of collective decision
making, distribution of responsibilities between stakeholders and
decision makers, and a regulatory compensation framework are
promising tools to increase public participation.
Experimentation as part of the management system?
The task to re-establish the former flood safety standard in a
sustainable, ecological manner required innovative technical
solutions, a shift in governance, and new policies. This in turn
called for intensive experimenting to produce the necessary
knowledge for testing novel approaches, trying out alternative
institutional arrangements and strategies, and for starting an
iterative learning process.
First experimental developments were seen in planning extra
space for water and in greening of flood protection. The
restoration of floodplains, fluvial forests, wetlands, and the new
concept of ecological flooding, as investigated in Altenheim
polder (1993-1996), formed the basis for the principle of
additional, ecological water storage (Dister 2002, Becker 2009).
An automated central system to control the water retention
operation was developed and tested and its efficacy verified in
combination with the existent dike system (Homagk and
Bremicker 2006). The outcome was used in the BadenWuerttemberg in the Integrated Rhine Program (1988, 1996) and
the Rhineland-Palatinate Retention Program and Aktion Blau
(1992, 1994). Likewise, in North Rhine-Westphalia, the
Guidelines for Natural River Training and Maintenance were now
tested, extended, and applied onto the large-scale waterway of
the Lower Rhine (General Plans and Master Plans; StAWA 1990,
1991, MURL NRW 1992). The flood risk reducing effects of
consolidated measures in the form of the Action Plan on Floods
(FAP) are regularly monitored every five years (IKSR 2012). A
start has been made to include climate change as a further risk
component in the adaptation strategy of the basin with the study
of scenarios for the discharge regime of the Rhine (IKSR 2011)
and the climate change adaptation strategy for the IRBD Rhine
(IKSR 2015).
Experimentation in a social and institutional sense can be twofold.
The risk and precaution related notions, as first formalized in the

LAWA guidelines (LAWA 1995, 2003), initiated a new manner to
deal with uncertainty. Guided by the hazard and risk mapping
generated along the Rhine, more adaptive strategies and plans
were developed to minimize damage and impact of floods, by not
only relying on constructive flood control measures but also by
implementing soft alternatives. Experimentation is also reflected
in the application of a more advanced governance style, including
the empowerment of societal partners and building trust among
stakeholders, essential aspects for willing support to explore
alternatives and achieve consensus as shown by the above
examples of Cologne, Ingelheim, or Hördt. Further research,
investigations, and developments were (and still are) conducted
to integrate soft and hard measures with the aim of increasing
adaptability in the basin. Examples include the restoring of flood
plains (Dister 2002, Smits and de Groot 2005, Menke and Nijland
2008), more active involvement of spatial development and land
use (IRMA-SPONGE, Hooijer et al. 2004), early flood warning
systems (Thielen et al. 2009), risk and hazard mapping to increase
awareness and prioritize action (IKSR 2014), insurance options
(Thieken et al. 2006, Bouwer et al. 2007), and disaster
management plans and awareness programs for the affected
public (IKSR 2013c).
An important item on the agenda of our workshops was the
dispute about the objectives of research and experimentation. The
manner of data production, their interpretation, and use led to
lively discussions between scientists and practitioners. The
majority of scientists argued for independent, objective science
and were against testing of hypotheses or experimenting, designed
through a pragmatic or even political lens. The flood experts and
decision makers, on the other hand, missed the interpretation and
guidance, but also the authority of academia. They felt insecure
about making decisions or speculating about future requirements,
perhaps also shying away from the threat of judicial review. In the
end, the participants agreed that this distance between both sides
could promote the adherence to proven familiar perspectives,
power structures, and management approaches and at the same
time, hamper the formulation of new, creative hypotheses and full
exploitation of experimentation, thus being counterproductive
for adaptability.
DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrates a transformative policy change in the
German Rhine over the last three decades, from the traditional
engineering and flood control approach to a more holistic,
environmentally oriented concept. The new ecological strategies
to reduce flood risk along the Rhine, the redefinition of flood
protection as a precautionary risk approach, and the increased
procedural efficacy through a more participatory governance
style, demonstrate that the ACM prescriptions have been
followed. Experimenting and successful learning have been
stimulated, thereby creating the scope for enhancing the
adaptability of the flood regime (Pahl-Wostl 2009, Pahl-Wostl et
al. 2013). The question remains, however, about the specific
impact of the policy prescriptions and their role in the success of
the transition process and promoters of policy change. Plummer
et al. (2012) discuss in detail how difficult, if not impossible, it is
to relate operational measures of ACM factors to their outcomes.
Swart et al. (2014) warn against the use of largely untested
heuristics in adaptation, such as “better adaptation outcomes
require stakeholder involvement“ or to assume one-size-fits-all
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approaches. Therefore, we are cautious of benchmarking the
prescription as drivers or even as a target, but we recognize their
initiating, preparing, facilitating, and mediating contributions.
Thus, we more generally describe opportunities to promote
adaptability and try to link those to our analysis of ACM
prescriptions.
Following the prescriptions
The difficulty with connecting the four ACM prescriptions to
specific outcomes is partly conditioned by their ambivalent
character. Depending on the respective political or societal
context and their specific way of implementation, they can achieve
a positive or negative outcome, or they can cause an enhancing
but also potentially counterproductive effect. Moreover, the
difficulty is underlined by the interrelationship of the
prescriptions and by their impact in comparison to other drivers
of change.
Polycentricity played an important role in preparing the
traditional flood protection regime for change. The
responsibilities of and within the autonomous federal states for
flood management, in combination with the specific hydrological
and biophysical conditions in their river sections forced individual
problem framing and stimulated innovative competition between
the states to generate the customized solutions. At the same time,
it created the room and freedom for experimenting, for reviewing
traditional hierarchies and working procedures, and for
promoting networking and building of coalitions (Ostrom 2005).
New ideas and solutions were presented, such as restoration of
flood plains and ecological flooding or controlled retention
polders. Considering the more socioeconomic and participatory
angle of flood management introduced the precaution, risk, and
individual responsibility perspectives. The ability to select from
multiple, soft, and hard strategies and adding the various greener,
participatory and precautionary elements to the general more
space for the water proposition improved the flexibility and
enhanced the options for effective and adaptive flood
management (Becker 2009). The value of polycentricity was
emphasized when the new concepts achieved political acceptance
and social goodwill, and could be consolidated and in the end,
legally institutionalized at the national level (BMU 2005, 2010).
At the same time, a certain imbalance of polycentric governance
can be noticed in the limited strategic involvement of the lower
administrative level and also in the numerous barriers for taking
on more municipal responsibilities (Neef 2008, Becker et al. 2014).
A remaining hierarchical governance style, adherence to a strict
legal system within jurisdictions, and the time-consuming
approval procedures across administrative levels complicate the
timely introduction of risk reducing measures, for instance the
implementation of water retention space (Table 2). In addition,
the interdependencies of flood prevention with water related
domains and the need for active interplay across levels and scales
appear to be underestimated.
Blomquist and Schlager (2005) appear to have considered
polycentric forms of governance and the basin-wide management
of water as antagonistic concepts. Polycentricity may facilitate
experimentation, multiple strategies and customized solutions,
and may promote networking and learning (Pahl-Wostl 2009),
but at the same time it protects the individual interests and
complicates cooperation, for example in a bioregional approach.

However, the FAP, established in 1998 under the auspices of the
IKSR, intensified the bioregional effort of flood control in the
Rhine basin. While keeping their political responsibilities for
flood management, the federal states could continue their original
projects unchanged. However, the integration of the individual
retention projects into the FAP contributed to mutual
understanding and trust between the federal states. This was
needed to harmonize political views and to adapt policies and
strategies to the changing conditions and discourses (de Bruin
2006). At the same time, the FAP established a comprehensive
regime with an “upstream protects downstream” strategy and
with common goals (Hartmann 2012). In particular, the strict
monitoring scheme introduced a discipline for updating and
reconsidering the risk-reducing program according to new
insights, for instance in connection with climate change and
possible extreme events. The setup of the regime appears to
confirm the view of Imperial and Hennessey (1999) that an
institutionally rich environment can produce a high level of
collaboration and adaptability. Corrected with the right balance
of political control, the institutional diversity in a river basin can
even be advantageous. In that respect, the IKSR, with their
working groups, fulfills an important role as a coordinating
agency, as a forum for knowledge exchange, consultation,
communication, and as a contributor to a social-ecological fit in
the basin. The question remains as to whether the mandate of the
IKSR provides sufficient coordination power in view of a still
existing sovereignty thinking of the different actors related to their
position in the basin. This has also been noted by the responsible
Rhine ministers in their comments, asking for common priority
setting, further forward-looking activities in view of expected
climate change, and more active discussion in the context of the
solidarity and upstream-downstream issue (IKSR 2007b, 2013b).
The legalized formal and increasingly the informal participation
did show the potential to effectively influence the noted transition
at a range of levels. Our secondary analysis indicates the
development toward a more inclusive participatory style of flood
management using various techniques and tools, although with
varying degrees of success. This becomes even more noticeable
considering the links between participation and both the
polycentricity and the bioregional prescriptions. A collaborative
multilevel environment can foster active participation, whereas
traditional hierarchical organizations tend to impede dialogue
and effective interplay. Our examples also indicate the fruitful
influence of participation on the institutional complexity of
polycentric governance regimes. Whereas polycentricity defines
the number of actors, their network and interactions within the
regime, the participation imperative can influence the frequency
and quality of these interactions, the intensity of communication,
negotiation and mediation, the mechanism of cooperation, and
hence influence the power relations among the actors (Neef 2009,
Thiel 2015). First signs of more intensive involvement and
deliberation are apparent, for example, Upper authorities did
learn and have begun to apply process management with more
transparency, open dialogue, and comprehensible communication
across disciplines and administrative boundaries. Earlier public
information, integration of local capacity, clear compensation
rules, and delegation of responsibilities encouraged trust and
gained societal support (Becker 2009, Heintz et al. 2012).
Community driven institutions, e.g., the Hochwassernotgemeinschaft
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and flood partnerships, or NGOs and citizen initiatives could
strengthen the subsidiarity principle to put more emphasis on the
municipal level and could assist the coordinating effort of the
basin organization (IKSR). The projects of the retention polders
Hördt and Ingelheim, or the flood prevention program in the city
of Cologne, or the alliances between the water administration,
communities, and land owners in North Rhine Westphalia are
promising approaches of deliberation and how communal public
participation can support quality and productivity in the planning
and decision processes. From the extensive comments in our
workshops and interviews, however, we have to conclude as well
that this style of participation and bottom-up governance is
selective and not yet common practice. The rules of the game are
still set by the decision makers at higher levels, and the strict
interpretation of (in)formal participation frequently serves as a
welcome excuse for politicians and officials to provide just the
legally required information to the public at the final phase of the
approval process. Also, additional questions, such as the correct
representation of stakeholders and citizens or the importance and
value ascribed to lay knowledge complicate more public
involvement in the decision-making processes (Neef 2008). Thus,
the form and institutionalization of more extensive public
participation in adaptive flood management in a polycentric or
in a river basin context as described by the EU Water Directives
(EC 2000, 2007) need further development, including a thorough
review of institutional structures.
Experimentation could be twofold. First, the test runs carried out
and the project examples along the Rhine (Altenheim polder,
controlled retention, Aktion Blau, SDF, IRMA-SPONGE,
Freude am Fluss) developed the knowledge for new flood
management strategies (Dister 2002, Hooijer et al. 2004, Smits
and de Groot 2005, Menke and Nijland 2008, Becker 2009). The
combination of soft and hard solutions and the integration of
safety and nature extended the toolbox of flood risk reducing
measures and the possibilities for adaptive solutions. Second, the
reflection on former flood events and shortcomings in disaster
management provided new insights and hypotheses and led to the
introduction of new procedures and policies with the emphasis
on precaution and risk, on prevention and recovery (Thieken et
al. 2006, Thielen et al. 2009, IKSR 2013c). The policies in the
Rhine basin provided a basis for a unified flood management
strategy throughout Germany, including the development of
flood management plans, rules for spatial development, and
instruments for coordination. Thus, experimentation needs to
continue, as a sort of umbrella function to further develop and
improve the application of the prescriptions, to test hypotheses,
and produce the necessary knowledge to, for example, empower
participation by investigating how the decision makers can
improve the quality of their governance process; how the public
will be informed and involved down to the local level (Neef 2009,
Fleischhauer et al. 2012); or to promote transboundary
cooperation by studying existing path dependency of the
entrenched administrative and institutional structures and the
necessary adaptation in response to changed awareness and
understanding of future challenges (Nees 2009, Thiel 2015).
We would argue that the simultaneous application of the
prescriptions, linked and aligned in an effective way, would be a
promising option to enhance adaptability. We would also argue
that the described failures are signs of a missing balance in the

interlinking of actors with diverging interests, often in
combination with an unfavorable context (Folke et al. 2005,
Becker 2009).
The future operational experience has to prove the success of the
policy transition and the new concept with effective coordination
among the federal states, harmonized safety standards, and the
common interpretation of the future requirements. Concern still
remains about the short-term perspectives of experimenting and
programs, but also about the slow implementation of new
knowledge or best practices of the numerous projects and studies.
Other drivers of change
The prescriptions we have discussed can largely be classified as
institutional, meaning that they refer to the ordering of
organizations, rules, policies, and cultures. This is an obvious
limitation to our analysis because it largely leaves out agency
aspects, and only because of that, is it worth opening the
discussion about other aspects that could be of relevance. As
policy changes occurred in different federal states (geographical
context) and at different times (periodical context), overarching
drivers or triggers, such as a high problem pressure, new
discourses, and leading actors were necessary to initiate, support,
or complete the policy changes as also proposed in the literature
(Dombrowsky 2009, Birkmann and al. 2010, Huitema and
Meijerink 2010, Voss and Wagner 2010) In our study and
particularly at the beginning of the transition, it was a driving
combination of the increased flood risk caused by 150 years of
human interventions, together with the new public mood of the
environmental discourse and political interests. In the follow-up
phase, a new cooperative management style of the technical
administration took over and their networking activities
promoted the new ideas, provided the required knowledge, and
gained the political and societal support for the precautionary
green flood safety discourse, and more recently the risk-based
management approach (e.g., Aerts et al. 2014). Our study reveals
the importance of leadership and how the success of
experimentation can be supported by learning during the periods
of testing and implementing. Later, the transition process was
geared by major floods (1993, 1995, 2002) and by new political
configurations, such as elections and new political decision
makers (Becker 2009).
The potential impact of climate change and the socioeconomic
developments will demand additional decisions and the question
remains as to what role ACM and the prescriptions can play to
deal with the future challenges. The present lack of a long-term
perspective can be considered a major barrier for the more
advanced application of new strategies, or for upgrading existing
flood management measures. A flood program with a 100-year
time frame, like the Deltaplan in The Netherlands, and a firm
budget would support experimentation and learning, and would
lead to a more creative application of the prescriptions by decision
makers and local stakeholders alike.
To be effective, new concepts and perspectives in flood
management must be transferred and embedded in society at the
different administrative and political levels, all the way down to
the local stakeholders and affected citizen. At the same time, flood
management is still fragmented, and formal procedures of
stakeholder involvement and coordination leads to reluctance
toward necessary changes (Moss and Huesker 2010). Possible
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bridging procedures (Dieperink et al. 2013) and new modes of
collaboration, linking networks and informal learning (PahlWostl et al. 2013) could provide valuable insights in reasons for
the slow administrative learning process (Dieperink et al. 2013).
The further application of the prescriptions could help to review
institutional arrangements, actor constellations, and coordination
mechanism and reveal opportunities to improve interplay across
levels and sectors, to bundle different sectorial instruments (Von
Haaren and Galler 2011), and to speed up decision, approval, and
implementation processes.
The concept of risk needs to be revisited in the German context
(Klijn et al. 2008, Heintz et al. 2012, Krieger 2013) and the active
use of the prescriptions could make a contribution here as well.
The current conceptualization adheres basically to the
probabilistic HQ100 safety standard, which stands for the
recurrence interval of a flood discharge rate occurring statistically
every 100 years. The current flood prevention adheres basically
on the probabilistic HQ 100 safety standard, which stands for the
design standard to provide protection against flood levels that
statistically occur once every 100 years. The second aspect of risk,
the damaging effects of floods, is often left in the background but
demands greater attention. This means not only to concentrate
on the reduction of the flood hazard (for example HQ 100), but
to also proactively consider the consequences of flooding,
including the impact of extreme events and the means to address
vulnerability and resilience of the society. This may also avoid
excuses to further delay necessary risk reducing investments. This
may provide an excuse to further delay investments in flood
management. Particularly at the municipal level, it would be
helpful to develop a new risk discourse (Becker et al. 2014),
increasing the awareness of the communal administration and
activating the participation of the local public, and at the same
time indicating to the political decision makers the potential needs
and priorities for adaptive action. Operational examples are local
risk audits and custom-made communication and participation
activities.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results correspond to the four prescriptions in the literature
of ACM as a promising approach for managing floods and water
resources. The application of the four ACM prescriptions
confirmed their usefulness as tools to support discursive change
and to offer promising opportunities for better adaptive
management of flood risks. In our case study area, the German
Rhine, new flood risk reducing measures have been implemented,
novel concepts and guiding principles have been drawn up, and
new policies have been adopted that have increased the resilience
in the basin.
The case study indicated signs of success but also signs of failure
in the application of the prescriptions, and the findings showed
that the prescriptions remain weak tools if they are not
interconnected and reliant on initiation by other change drivers.
They are dependent on the respective context of local
circumstances and political framework conditions to develop
their potential, and they require engaged actors with shared
objectives and the help of focusing events to open the window of
opportunity.
Thus, it would be shortsighted to assume that the current
management system is yet robust and fully prepared to cope with

future complexities and uncertain flood risks: Many risk-reducing
activities and institutional arrangements still appear to preserve
traditional structures and to be more engaged with correcting past
errors than with anticipating the future.
We therefore propose further analysis of the institutional
arrangements, actors' characteristics and discourses, of their
current status, and the desired design, to better understand the
different contexts, prescription constellations, and the required
further transition steps to enable ACM. Additional research is
advocated to investigate the role of coordinated, long term
planning as a means to better align the political power and the
different interests of actors and to override the tendency for
circumstantial drivers, such as flood events, to bring about change.
Achieving further benefits from ACM in the Rhine basin is not
so much a technical, but rather an institutional, societal task, and
political drive to take action is needed rather than waiting and
being forced to react by the next major disaster.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/7562
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